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Abstract—In the era of Internet of Things (IoT) the interconnectedness of devices, and thus the need to protect them against threats increased. The widely used threat modeling method STRIDE can be used to identify the system’s vulnerabilities and to determine appropriate mitigation solutions. In connected environments, especially the network layer plays a critical role in achieving security. Based on the Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) concept, network functions can be virtualized and provisioned on standard IT hardware. Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) increase the flexibility of the provisioning, and thus security network functions, such as firewalls, can be easily deployed. However, in a complex distributed system it is time-consuming, error-prone, and for application architects even not possible to identify and provision the required security functions. For the orchestration and management of applications the TOSCA modeling language can be used to describe the application’s components and their relations in a deployment model. The standard was mainly developed for cloud applications but was extended to the network layer. In this paper, we present a TOSCA-based approach for threat modeling based on STRIDE that facilitates the automated VNF selection and injection into TOSCA deployment models. The feasibility of our approach is validated by an extension of the TOSCA modeling tool Winery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of Internet of Things (IoT), the increasing number of connected devices and applications communicating over the internet raise the demand for solutions to protect these applications against threats. Especially in the industrial context, interconnected applications create critical attack surfaces. Attacks can range from data breaches of personal information, loss of data, or even attacks that put people in danger [1].

Such threats result from system vulnerabilities which must be identified and appropriate mitigation strategies must be chosen [1], [2]. Threat modeling can be used to identify these vulnerabilities and determine their risk and their impact on the system [2]. A widely used methodology to identify threats is STRIDE [2], [3], [4], [5]. It focuses on the identification of potential threats for each component of a system. It is applied to data flow diagrams that describe systems by their processes, external entities, data stores, and data flows. However, the individual application components, the required middleware and infrastructure components, as well as underlying network components cannot be considered in detail.

Especially, the network layer plays a critical role in achieving security in connected environments. The introduction of virtualization technologies on the network layer to deploy network functions on standard IT hardware increased the flexibility. The Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) concept introduced by ETSI [6] decouples network functions from proprietary hardware. Of course, this also eases the provisioning of security mechanisms, such as firewalls [7], [8]. However, in a complex distributed system it is time-consuming, error-prone, and for application architects even not possible to identify and provision the required security functions.

The modeling language TOSCA can be used for such automated deployment model adaptations [9], [10], [11], [12]. It is an OASIS standard that was initially developed to ease the orchestration and management of cloud applications in a vendor-neutral manner and has been lately extended to the network layer [13], [14]. In addition, a first draft for a NFV specific data model using the TOSCA language is published [15]. The TOSCA modeling language enables the description of the deployment of an application by its components and their relations. This includes application-specific, middleware, infrastructure, as well as network components.

In this paper, we present a concept based on TOSCA and the STRIDE method (i) to identify threats and thus, vulnerabilities of components in the TOSCA deployment model, (ii) to select appropriate abstract security network functions in an automated manner for mitigating the identified threats, and (iii) to inject a concrete deployable VNF by deployment model refinement for an automated provisioning. For this, we present an approach to model threats as TOSCA policies that can be attached to components in TOSCA deployment models and that can be referenced by components representing security network functions that mitigate one or multiple threats. A selected abstract security network function, such as a firewall, can then be refined and substituted by a concrete implementation depending on the deployment model and the required configuration. The selection, as well as the deployment model refinement, can be automated. For validating our approach, we extended the TOSCA modeling tool Winery [16].

The remainder is structured as follows: Section II introduces fundamentals about TOSCA and the STRIDE method. In Section III our approach is presented and in Section IV the prototypical implementation is shown. Finally, Section V discusses related work and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MODELING FUNDAMENTALS

In the following, we cover the fundamental concepts of TOSCA [13, 14] that are relevant for our approach as well as the fundamentals of the threat modeling method STRIDE [2].

A. Cloud Modeling Language TOSCA

The modeling language TOSCA is an OASIS standard and stands for Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications. TOSCA can describe the structure and behavior of cloud-based services by focusing on portability and interoperability using a vendor-neutral and technology-agnostic metamodel. The combination of structural and behavioral information is referred to as Service Template. However, the structure of an application, its topology, can be represented as a directed graph with nodes describing the components and edges defining the relations among them. In TOSCA terms, such a structure is called Topology Template, which consists of Node Templates and Relationship Templates as its core modeling entities. TOSCA provides a type system that is intended to express common semantics of the modeling entities, defined in so-called Node Types and Relationship Types. Figure 1 shows a topology representing the structure of a PHP web application, which is provided by an Apache Web Server that is installed on an Ubuntu virtual machine (VM). In addition, a MySQL database is used running on a separate VM for storing the application's state. Each component is an instance of a certain Node Type, e.g., the Web Server component is of type Apache 2.4 and inherits its semantics. This applies also to relations between components: for example, the type connectsTo defines that a certain component connects to another one. Furthermore, TOSCA specifies so-called Deployment Artifacts that represent the actual business functionality of a component, e.g., the files implementing a web application (cf. App component in Fig. 1). Moreover, TOSCA introduces constructs to describe non-functional requirements (NFRs) in the form of Policy Types and Policy Templates. Policies are utilized to fulfill NFRs of different aspects in application provisioning, e.g., to express aspects regarding quality of service, placement, or restrictions on properties [17], [18], [19]. For example, the database component (cf. top right in Fig. 1) has a policy attached that could enforce a certain strength for the password property DBPassword. The more recent versions of TOSCA [14] describe how to express and control network semantics using TOSCA. It defines several normative modeling entities in order to express physical or logical network elements. For example, in Fig. 1 these normative types are used to describe that a virtual machine is bound to a port and this port is in turn linked to a respective network. In 2017, the TOSCA NFV profile was published that specifies a NFV specific data model using TOSCA language [15]. TOSCA for NFV introduces a few new normative Node Types that are aligned with ETSI's definition of components in the NFV domain [20]. However, the presented types can be mapped one-to-one to the existing types in the original TOSCA version. To ease the understanding, these existing types instead of specialized NFV types are used in this work.

B. Threat Modeling Approach STRIDE

The STRIDE method was initially developed by Microsoft to systematically identify the threats to a system by considering the individual components of this system [2]. For this, STRIDE defines six threat types:

- **Spoofing Identity** includes threats allowing attacker to pretend to be someone or something else.
- **Tampering** threats involve malicious modification of stored data or code as well as of data during transmission.
- **Repudiation** means that an attacker is able to deny that he performed specific actions or transactions.
- **Information Disclosure** threats occur if information are exposed to individuals who must not have access to it.
- **Denial of Service (DoS)** attacks reduce the availability and reliability of a system by flooding specific targets with requests and processing stops for everyone.
- **Elevation of Privilege** threats occur when a user gains right he must not have, e.g., a user gains admin rights.

Such threats can occur due to vulnerabilities of the system's components. Thus, at the end the vulnerabilities causing the threats must be identified for determining an effective mitigation. The analysis of possible threats is often done based on Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) of a system [2], [5]. However, because it enables a holistic view also on the infrastructure and network components and it provides model adaptation mechanisms, we use TOSCA as a basis for threat modeling as presented in the following sections.
III. THREAT MODELING & AUTOMATED MITIGATION

The objective of this paper is to develop a method to support application architects during modeling time to identify potential threats and to select and inject required security network functions into the deployment model. Thus, the resulting TOSCA model describes not only the application but also the required network functions for securing the application. This can be processed by a TOSCA runtime, such as OpenTOSCA [21], for provisioning the modeled components.

Figure 2 presents an overview of the threat modeling and automated mitigation approach using TOSCA. All relevant steps from modeling of an application to the injection of the required security network functions are covered. Our approach is based on five steps: First, the application and network topology is modeled using TOSCA. This includes the application-specific components, such as a PHP application, middleware components, such as a Web Server, infrastructure components, such as virtual machines, and network components, such as virtual ports. A detailed topology is shown in Fig. 1.

In the second step, the application architect analyzes the components to identify potential threats that result from vulnerabilities of the components. From a Threat Catalog the application architect selects the respective threats and annotates the components. Further, the architect can also specify the severity of the threat. In the catalog, for example, the Ports exposed threat can be found, which is part of the Information Disclosure threats in STRIDE. The catalog contains predefined threats created by security experts. However, new threats can easily be added and categorized according to STRIDE.

For each threat from the catalog, there is a mitigation solution in the form of a security network function (S-NF). Since the exact implementation of such a network function is irrelevant for the application architect, in the third step abstract S-NFs are proposed based on the annotated threats in the topology. If multiple S-NFs are available able to mitigate a threat, the application architect can select the preferred one. The S-NFs are stored as abstract Node Types in TOSCA. The selected S-NFs are instantiated as abstract Node Templates in the Topology. In the example shown in Fig. 2 a Firewall for mitigating the Ports Exposed threat and a SSL Proxy for mitigating the No Encryption threat are selected and injected.

To obtain a deployable topology, in the fourth step all abstract S-NFs are replaced by concrete implementations. In TOSCA an abstract Node Template can be substituted by a Topology Template stored in a separated Service Template [14]. For this, a substitution mapping is defined for the substituting Topology Template. This substitution mechanism is used to replace the abstract S-NFs in the topology by concrete implementations, e.g., the VM to host the firewall and the Ports bound to the firewall VM. The Threat Catalog, the S-NF Repository, and the VNF Implementation Repository as well as the references and substitution mappings are provided and maintained by security experts. Thus, the set of available security functions and therefore mitigable threats is extensible.

In the final step, the application architect adjusts the resulting topology manually if necessary. For example, if a S-NF is used for mitigating several threats, additional relationships may be required to bind the S-NF to the network accordingly. The resulting deployment model can then be processed by a TOSCA runtime [21] and the application as well as network components are automatically deployed. The next section presents more details about S-NF selection and substitution.
Fig. 3. Overview: TOSCA Elements for S-NF Selection and Substitution.

IV. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION & VALIDATION

The presented approach in the previous section is realized based on TOSCA and for validating our approach we extended the existing TOSCA modeling tool Winery [16]. For the automated S-NF selection and substitution several TOSCA elements such as Policy Types and Templates are required. In the following, we present details on necessary modeling elements and the enriched system architecture of Winery.

A. TOSCA Threat and Mitigation Modeling

As already mentioned in Section II-A, TOSCA provides a type system to express common semantics for modeling entities. For threat modeling the Policy Type Security_Threat is defined that specifies the properties a Policy Template or threat can have. For each Policy Template representing a threat, the STRIDE type and the Severity are added. An example can be seen in Fig. 3 at the top left. To identify mitigation solutions a corresponding Security_Mitigation Policy Type is defined. A Policy Template of this type can use the Threat Reference property for referencing the respective Policy Template of type Security_Threat that can be mitigated. In the above example, a Policy Template Ports_Protected is defined that can mitigate the threat Ports_Exposed.

Policy Templates can be attached to Service Templates or Node Templates [13]. Thus, on the one hand, a mitigation Policy Template can be attached to a Service Template containing the VNF implementation that can be deployed to mitigate the respective threat. On the other hand, a threat Policy Template can be attached to a Node Template for which the threat is identified (cf. step two in Fig. 2). The association of a VNF implementation with a Policy Template is done by a security expert, while the identification of threats as well as the respective annotation in an application and network topology model is done by an application architect.

The Service Template in turn references the abstract Node Type, which can be replaced by the Service Template. The abstract Node Type, e.g., the S-NF_Firewall in the example, can be referenced by several Service Templates that contain different implementations of this Node Type, e.g., firewalls from different providers, with different configurations, or for different environments. Due to the references between the two Policy Templates as well as the Service Template and the abstract Node Type, the abstract Node Type that represents a network function being able to mitigate the attached threat Policy Template can be automatically identified. These references are the basis for the selection as well as substitution of S-NFs in TOSCA Topology Templates.

B. Extended Winery Architecture

Winery [16] is a web-based tool for TOSCA to manage and graphically model application topologies. To support and partially automate the described process in Section III, the TOSCA modeling tool Winery is extended. Figure 4 presents the existing (light grey) and newly developed (dark grey) components. The TOSCA Topology Modeler Editor is used for modeling application topologies. The Management UI is mainly developed to manage all TOSCA elements, such as Service Templates and Node Types. Both frontend components communicate with the backend using the HTTP REST API. The backend is capable to import TOSCA elements packaged as self-contained Cloud Service Archives (CSARs). This package format is defined and standardized by OASIS for the use in TOSCA [13]. The backend management component offers an interface to access TOSCA elements in the data store. The CSAR Packager exports CSARs that can be consumed and processed by a TOSCA runtime, e.g., the OpenTOSCA Container [21].

Winery has been extended to include threat modeling and mitigation capabilities. First of all, the TOSCA Topology Modeler is extended by a Threat Modeler. With this module the user can add threats to Node Templates from the Threat Catalog. Based on the attached Policy Template representing a threat, the available mitigation solution can be computed. For this, the backend provides a functionality to detect matching mitigating S-NFs for attached threats in Topology Templates. The Mitigation Recommender browses all VNF implementations and checks their attached mitigation Policy Templates. For all matching Service Templates, the referenced abstract Node Type stored as Security Network Function is selected. It is possible that multiple S-NFs are capable to mitigate a threat. Thus, all available mitigation S-NFs are shown in the Threat Modeler and can be selected by the user. For an overview about all attached threats in a Topology Template and their mitigation, the Threat Assessment component is developed and integrated into Winery. The Node Type Substitution component

1https://github.com/OpenTOSCA/winery/tree/thesis/security-aware-tov
facilitates the substitution of the injected abstract S-NF Node Type by a concrete VNF Implementation stored as Service Template. The result is a deployable topology for deploying the application as well as required security network functions.

V. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, no published work suggest combined approaches (i) to model threats based on STRIDE, (ii) to provide an automated VNF selection based on identified threat, and (iii) to inject selected network functions into deployment models using TOSCA. TOSCA is an open, provider-agnostic standard that can be used to model and deploy cloud native applications [22] as well as complex application stacks combining multiple different technologies, execution runtimes, and cloud providers [23], [11]. Interested readers find an overview of the important concepts in Binz et al. [24]. In addition, TOSCA allows to define the behavioral part of the deployment imperatively, by creating custom workflows that are executed during runtime [25], as well as declaratively, by deriving and generating respective deployment steps fully automated by a runtime [26], [27]. There are existing modeling languages and standards that are based on the notion of deployment models [28], such as CloudML [29], [30] or CAML [31]. An overview of different cloud modeling languages, which are similar to TOSCA, is given by Bergmair et al. [28]. However, the resulting TOSCA deployment models are flexible, portable and can easily be interchanged. Even more, recent research have shown that deployment model adaptation, substitution, and refinement can be realized well with the modeling language TOSCA [9], [10], [11], [12].

Several works demonstrated how policies can be used to specify security requirements for applications that must be enforced during the application’s deployment [18], [19], [17], [32]. Compared to the presented approach in this paper, the fulfillment of the security requirements is enforced but an adaptation of the deployment is not addressed and there is no systematic procedure to identify the security requirements. The threat modeling method STRIDE [2] is an systematically approach to identify the system’s vulnerabilities using a component-based threat analysis [3], [4], [5], [33]. In this paper, the Policy-based concept to attach security requirements to Node Template and the STRIDE method to identify potential threats that must be mitigated are combined.

Based on the identified threats on the application layer, the network layer is adapted by selecting and injecting required network functions. Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) increases the flexibility of the deployment of network functions on standard IT hardware instead of proprietary hardware [6], [20]. However, existing works that use NFV to ease the integration of security functions based on policies do not provide an integrated view of the network as well as the application components [7], [8], [34], [35]. The strength of the presented approach is the holistic view on the application as well as the network layer that is enabled by TOSCA, since TOSCA is neither restricted to the application layer nor the network layer.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The increasing interconnectedness of devices and systems also increases the potential threats to a system. Thread modeling methods can be used to identify system vulnerabilities. However, to identify these threats and to select appropriate mitigation solutions, e.g., firewalls, is time-consuming and requires expert knowledge. In this paper, we presented a TOSCA-based approach to support application architects during modeling time to identify potential threats in application deployment models and to select and inject required security network functions in an automated manner. The approach enables security experts to provide new security functions as reusable entities to mitigate specific threat scenarios. For this, we combined different methods: We used the threat modeling method STRIDE to identify threats, expressed these threats as policies that can be attached to application components, used NFV to provide VNFs as mitigation solutions for identified threats, and selected TOSCA as modeling language.

As future work, we aim to tackle the challenge of VNF placement. The current approach only validates the presence of a required network function but does not enforce the correct placement. In addition, the reuse of existing knowledge of already deployed applications and network functions should be improved. The knowledge can be used to provide further mitigation solutions for application architects. This can be done in context of a case study in an industrial context.
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